Education & Communication Subcommittee Meeting

4/3/20 at 9 am

Via WebEx

Attendees: Katie Buckley, Alex Harwell, Colleen Miko, Taylor Cotten, Demarus Tevuk, Laura Lavine, Jennifer Short, Erin Morse

We are happy with the rationale and 3.1.

Katie will renumber and resolve any unnecessary comments.

3.2 This was pollinator specific, a new position, Laura is in favor. We made a few changes to clarify. Laura will find language for pesticide people.

3.3 We made minor changes.

3.4 No changes/comments.

3.5 Changed to ‘county’ not region. Added landscaping professionals to the mix. Colleen will think about this.

3.6 Taylor and Katie will discuss this and may make changes.

3.7 No comments.

3.8 Colleen and Demarus will work on this one.

Then of course we completely re-ordered and renumbered all of the recommendations so they were grouped how we wanted them to be. So most of these numbers are now inaccurate.

We finally have a DNR rep!

Katie will send out a Doodle poll for about a month from now.

We will plan on having the Outreach Goals and Target Audiences discussed during the last task force meeting with the whole task force.